
‘Everything Starts with A Dream’: Acclaimed
Artist Richard Texier Opens Up to Zefyr Life.
Zefyr Life in conversation with acclaimed French Artist Richard Texier about his childhood, his creative
process and his personal vision of the world.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, September 29, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Acclaimed French Artist
Richard Texier has granted Zefyr Life an exclusive interview in which he discusses his childhood, his
creative process, what he learned from his travels to China and Russia, and his personal vision of the
world’. 

‘We love Richard Texier first because as we say his personality is ‘larger than life’, said Florian David,
Editor-In-Chief and Co-Founder of Zefyr Life. ‘A demiurge who absorbs, dissects, analyzes the forces
at play in our cosmos and transmutes his dreams into atoms. Dreams of other worlds, worlds where
there would be love for our world. Nothing less than extra-ordinary and so much needed! I also
recommend his beautiful book ‘Nager’ (‘To Swim’) a ballade through Richard’s life, a way for those
interested in psychology, to understand the birth of an artist’s vocation. Very moving’.

Lina Daugirdaite, Co-Founder of Zefyr Life and Creative Director, added: ‘In one of Murakami’s novels
there is a sentence I love which reads: ‘Beyond the edge of the world there’s a space where
emptiness and substance nearly overlap, where past and future form a continuous, endless loop.
And, hovering about, there are signs no one has ever read, chords no one has ever heard’: these
‘signs’ could be Richard’s creations, because really they are born from a very personal and rich
interior universe, a truly unique form of expression.’ 

Zefyr Life online: http://www.zefyrlife.com.

About Richard Texier: Richard Texier was born in 1955, he lives and works in Paris. Today he is
widely regarded as one of the best living artists of his generation. He began painting at a young age
and his keen interest in the history of astronomy largely inspired the creation of his own personal
cosmography. Theoria Sacra is a later excellent example of his passion. Since 1992 he has created a
number of sculpted works, most notably his bronze mythological animals which have contributed to
his interpretation of the concept of hybridisation.

His current work is based on the Pantheo Vortex, an artistic exploration of the mystery and the beauty
of the world. His works are to be found in numerous important public and private collections, both in
France and abroad. Many major museums around the world have exhibited his work including the
National Museum of Taiwan, the National Museum of Luxemburg, the Marine Museum in Paris, the
Botanical Museum of Brussels, the House of Culture Moscow and the Shanghai Museum of Fine Art.

About Zefyr Life: Zefyr Life features intimate conversations with talented personalities whose lives are
defined by uncompromising freedom, pioneering creativity and willpower. Personalities who believe
that our lives can be designed and that the world can be changed if we first change ourselves. In
today's interconnected world, change can happen faster than ever. Zefyr Life wants to encourage
people to 'Think big, because the world is small' ©.
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Contact Information:  For media inquiries please email press@zefyrlife.com
For all other inquiries and contributions: contact@zefyrlife.com

Find us on Instagram: @ZefyrWorldwide
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